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AN ELIMINATION THEOREM OF UNIQUENESS CONDITIONS
IN THE INTUITIONISTIC PREDICATE CALCULUS

NOBUYOSHI MOTOHASHI*)

This paper is a sequel to Motohashi [4]. In [4], a series of theorems
named "elimination theorems of uniqueness conditions" was shown to hold
in the classical predicate calculus LK. But, these results have the follow-
ing two defects: one is that they do not hold in the intuitionistic predicate
calculus LJ, and the other is that they give no nice axiomatizations of
some sets of sentences concerned. In order to explain these facts more
explicitly, let us introduce some necessary notations and definitions. Let
L be a first order classical predicate calculus LK or a first order intui-
tionistic predicate calculus LJ. rc-ary formulas in L are formulas F(a) in
L with a sequence a of distinct free variables of length n such that every
free variable in F occurs in a. Sometimes, we shall omit the sequence a
in an n-ary formula F(a) if no confusions are likely to occur. Also, an
n-ary predicate symbol R is frequently identified with the τi-ary formula
R(a). (If necessary, we can assume that a is the sequence of first n free
variables in a fixed enumeration of the free variables.) If A(a, a) and
E(a, b) are (n + l)-ary formula and 2^-ary formula, then the existence con-
dition of A, denoted by ExA(α, b) or Ex A, is the sentence; VxlyA(x,y),
the uniqueness condition of A with respect to E, denoted by Un (A(a, b)
E(a, b)) or Un (A; E), is the sentence; VxVyVxVy(E(x, y) A A(x, x) Λ A(y,y).
`D x = y), and the congruence condition of A with respect to E, denoted
by Co (A(a, b); E(a, b)) or Co (A; E), is the sentence; VxVy(E(x, y) z> Vx(A(x, x)
= A(y, x))). If E(a9 b) is the formula ax = bλ Λ Λ an = bn, then
XJn(A E) and Co(A ίJ) are written by UnA and Co A, respectively. Note
that Co A is provable in LJ. Let P be an ra-ary predicate symbol. Then
P-positive (P-negative) formulas are formulas which have no negative
(positive) occurrences of P (cf. Takeuti [9]). P-positive formulas have the
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following well-known property.

POSITIVE LEMMA. Suppose that P and Q are m-ary predicate symbols.

If C(P) is a P-posίtίve sentence, then the sentence Vx(P(x) z> Q(x)) A C(P).

Z) C(Q) is provable in LJ, where C(Q) is a sentence obtained from C(P) by

replacing some occurrences of P by Q.

In [4], we proved the following elimination theorem of uniqueness con-

dition (Theorem II in [4]).

THEOREM A. Suppose that R is an (n + l)-ary predicate symbol and

E(a, b) is a 2n-ary formula which has no occurrences of R. If C is an R-

posίtίve sentence, then the sentence ExR A Un(i?; E). 3 C is provable in

LK if and only if the sentence ExR A Co(R E). ZD C is provable in LK.

Firstly, we should remark that Theorem A does not hold in LJ: Counter-

example, let n = 1, and C the i?-positive sentence Vx13yyx23y2(R(xi, y^

A R(x2,y2) A fa = x2Z) y1 = y2)), then ExR A UnR. Z) C is provable in LJ

but Ex R A Co R. z> C is not. Secondly, we should remark that Theorem

A shows us that the set S of iϊ-positive sentences which are provable

from the existence condition Exi? and the uniqueness condition Un (R E),

can be axiomatized by two axioms Exi? and Co (R E). In this sense,

Theorem A gives an axiomatization of the set S. But, this axiomatization

is very unsatisfactory because Co (R E) is not an i?-positive sentence.

So, it is desirable to give an i?-positive axiomatization of the set S, i.e.

an axiomatization of S whose axioms are all i?-positive. As a special case

of our Main Theorem in this paper, we have the following theorem which

holds both in LJ and in LK, and gives an i?-positive axiomatization of S.

For each natural number k, the £-th existence condition of A with respect

to E, denoted by Exfc (A E), is the sentence:

Vxjyyxjy, Vxklyk \j\ A(xi9yt) A A (E(xl9 x,) ^ y, = y,)].
Lι=i ί,y=i J

As in the case Ex(A E), ExfcA denotes the sentence Ex^A α = b).

THEOREM B. Suppose that R is an (n + ί)-ary predicate symbol and

E(a, b) 2n-ary formula which has no occurrences of R. If C is an R-posi-

tive sentence, then the sentence Exi?Λ Un (R E). z> C is provable in L if

and only if the sentence Exk(R;E) 3 C is provable in L for some k.

Theorem B shows us that the set S above can be axiomatized by
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Έxk(R;E), k = 1, 2, 3, , which are all J?-positive sentences. Since sen-

tences Ex R A Co (R; E). z> Exfc (R; E), k = 1, 2, , are all provable in LK,

but not in LJ, Theorem A holds in LK, but not in LJ. As an application

of Theorem B, we obtain a new proof of Mine's Theorem on Skolem func-

tions in LJ (cf. [7] and [8]). Suppose that A(a, b) is an (n + l)-ary formula,

C a sentence, / an τz-ary function symbol which occurs neither in A nor

in C, and R is an (n + l)-ary formula which occurs neither in A nor in

C. Then,

VxA(x, f(x)) z> C is provable in LJ

Ex R A Un R. U [VxVy(i?(x, y) D A(x, y)) z> C] is provable in L J

Exfci? =) [VxVy(R(x,y) z> A(jc,y)) =) C] is provable in L J for some k

(by Theorem B)

VxVy(R(x,y) z> A(x,y)) 13 [Exfci? Z) C] is provable in L J for some k

Exfc A ID C is provable in LJ for some £ (by Positive Lemma).

Hence, we have.

THEOREM C(Minc). The sentence VxA(x,/(x)) Z) C is provable in LJ

if and only if Exfc AID C ίs provable in LJ for some k.

Finally, the author wants to comment on a connection which exists

among the existence condition Ex R, the uniqueness condition Un (A E)>

and β-th existence conditions Exk(A;E). By considering this connection,

the author obtained a new theory, an approximation theory of uniqueness

conditions by existence conditions. According to this theory, ΈιXk(A;E)

can be considered as examples of approximations of the uniqueness con-

dition Όn(A E) by the existence condition Exit!. Recently, the author

realized that this theory implies Barwise's results on Henkin quantifier

in [1], Harnik-Makkai's results on Vaught sentences in [2], and their

analogues in LJ (cf. [7] and [8]). The details of them will appear in [6],

In § 1 of this paper, we shall state our Main Theorem, which gives a new

expression of Theorem V in [4]. An outline of a proof of our Main Theorem

will be given in § 2.
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§ 1. Main Theorem

In this section, we shall state a new elimination theorem of uniqueness

conditions, which holds both in LJ and in LK. Suppose that A(a, a),

B(b, b), and E(a, b) are (n + l)-ary formula, (m + l)-ary formula, and

(n + τπ)-ary formula, respectively. Then, the uniqueness condition of A

and B with respect to E, denoted by On (A, B E), is the sentence:

VxVxVyVy(E(x9 y) A A(x, x) A B(y,y). z> x = y).

Suppose that Ai(ai9 b) are (πj + l)-ary formulas and Et{a09 6J are (n0 + nt)-

ary formulas (ί = 0,1, , N). Then, £-th existence condition of Ao and

EQ with respect to Al9 ,AN and Eλ, -,EN, denoted by Exfc(A0; Eo; Aίy

• -,AN;El9 - -,EN)9 is the sentence;

Vxklyk \ A A0(xjy y3) A A (E0(xj9 xs) 3 y, = ys)

Λ A Λ V^Vz^x,, zt) A Afa, z).Z)z=
j = l ι = l

Note t h a t ExA 0 Λ Λf=oUn(Ao, A , ; ^ ) . 3 Ex 7 c (A 0 ;£ 0 ; Au - ,AN;EU ,EN)

(k = 1, 2, ) are all provable in LJ.

MAIN THEOREM. Suppose that Ao is an (n0 + l)-ary predicate symbol

which occurs in none of Al9 -9AN9 E0,Eί9 ,EN. If C is an AQ-positive

sentence, then the sentence ExA0 Λ /\f=0Un(A0, At\ Ei). ID C is provable in

L if and only if a sentence Ex& (Ao; Eo; Aί9 , AN;EU , EN) Z) C is

provable in L for some k.

In case that N = 0, this theorem is Theorem B in the introduction of

this paper. As is explained in the introduction, this Main Theorem gives

an A0-positive axiomatization of the set of A0-sentences which are provable

from ExA0 and /\f=0Un(A0, At; Et) in L. For each ί,j = 1, , N, let

E?°Ej(ai9 bj) be the (nt + ra,)-ary formula ^(E^v, at) A Ejφ, bj))9 and

Co (Ao, At Et) the sentence ^fx^Γy^fxiE^x^ yτ) A Ai(yi9 x). z> A0(x0, x)). If

sentences VxVy(E0(x, y) 3 Vz^E^x, zt) = Et(y, zd), i = 1, 2, -, iV, are all

provable in Lif, then sentences

Ex Ao Λ Λ Un (Ao, A,; Et). 3 Co (Ao; £0),
ΐ = 0

ExA0 Λ Λ Un(A0, A{;Et). 3 Λ Co (Ao, A£ £JS),
l
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Ex Ao A A U n (Ao, Ai Et). 3 Λ Un (A,, A, £;*#,)

and

ExA 0 Λ Co(A;.E0)Λ Λ Co(A0, A,; Et) A A

are all provable in LK. Hence, we have.

COROLLARY (Theorem V in [4]). Suppose that A is an (n0 + ΐ)-ary

predicate symbol which occurs in none of Al9 , AN, EQ9 El9 , EN9 and

sentences

VxVy(E0(x,y) ID VzAEiOc,zd = E,{y,zM i = 1,2, - ,N are all

provable in LK. If C is an AQ-posίtίυe sentence, then the sentence

E x Λ Λ Λ Un (A, A, Et). z> C

is provable in LK if and only if the sentence

Ex Ao A Co ( A Eo) A A Co (Λo, A, ;Et)A A Un (At, Aά E?ES). 3 C

is provable in LK.

Remark 1. By considering the proof of Maehara's ε»theorem ([3]) from

Theorem V in [4], we can easily see that the following three properties

(i), (ii), and (iii) of LK are sufficient to prove Maehara's ε-theorem.

( i ) Main Theorem.

(ii) (*) are provable for each AOί -,AN9 Eo, -,EN such that

VxVy(E0(x, y) 3 yz^E.ix, zτ) = Et(y, zτ)), i = 1, , N are all provable,

(iii) formulas of the form Vx3;y(3zM(x, u) 3 A(x,y)) are all provable.

Remark 2. Elimination theorems in [4] do not hold in LJ as is shown

in this paper. But, if we add some conditions on C, we can prove some

of those elimination theorems in their original forms. For example, by

using "elimination of positive occurrences of the equality symbol" in [5],

we have; If R is an (n + l)-ary predicate symbol in and C is an i?-posi-

tive sentence which has no negative occurrences of the equality symbol,

then Ex R Λ Un R. 3 C is provable in LJ if and only if Ex R 3 C is

provable in LJ.
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§2. A proof

We prove our Main Theorem only in the case that L = LJ. We assume

that LJ is formulated in the Gentzen style (cf. [9]) with a slight modifica-

tion that every sequent in LJ is a pair (Γ, Θ), denoted by Γ -> Θ, of finite

sets of formulas such that Θ has at most one formulas. Suppose that

Ai(ai9 6), i = 0,1, , N, are {nt + l)-ary formulas, and EXa0, 5<), ί = 0,1,

• , N, are (n0 + nj-ary formulas such that Ao(α0, 6) is an (n0 + l)-ary

predicate symbol which occurs in none of Al9 ,AN,E0,El9 ,EN. Let

C be an arbitrary A0-positive sentence in LJ. It is sufficient to prove that

one of the sentences

E x k ( A Q ; E 0 ; A ί 9 - ' , A N ; E u •• , £ J D C ) k = 1 , 2 , •••

is provable in LJ by assuming that the sentence

ExΛΛ ΛUn(A0,A,;£;). DC

is provable in LJ. Assume that the sentence

ExΛ Λ Λ Vn(A0,At;Et). 3 C

is provable. Then the sequent Ex A09 {Un(A0, Ai;ίJJ}f=0-> C is provable in

LJ. By using the technique in § 3 of [4], we have a proof-figure D of the

sequent -> C such that:

( i ) every sequent in D is an A0-sequent, i.e. a sequent of the form

Γ0,Γ-+Θ, where Γo is a set of A0-atomic formulas (formulas of form

A0(t, t)) and Γ —> Θ is A0-positive (every formula in T7 is A0-negative and

every formula in Θ is A-positive):

(ii) D has no occurrences of A0-equality axiom sequents,

ô : = ô> h = Sι9 - ' ` , tno = Sno, A.0\t0, - , tno) > A0\SQ, * * *, Sn0/),

(iii) every inference rule in D is one of the followings;

(a) logical rules in LJ (cf. [9]),

(b) weakening rules and cut-rules whose cut formulas have no oc-

currences of A09

(c) (Ex)-rule and (AJ, ί = 0,1, , N rules below,

^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ® - , where a occurs neither in ί nor Γ U Θ,
Γ —>Θ
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Γ —> (9

A0(ί, 0 e Γ and ί = 1, 2, • , iV.

For each finite set Γ of A0-atomic formulas, let I(Γ) be the set

{<ί, 0 I A0(ί, ί) e Γ}, Ex0 (Γ) the formula;

Λ Mlt) A Λ
<ί,θe/(Γ) <ί,o, <

Λ Λ VztVz(Et(t, zt) A At(zu z).Z)z= t),
<ϊ,ί>e/(Γ) i=i

and Exfc (Γ) the formula

Vx.3^ Vxfc3^Ex°(Γ U {AO^JΊ), -, A0(xk, yk)}).

Then, clearly sentences Exfc (Γ) -> Exs (Θ) are provable in LJ if s <L k and

©gr.
Also, Exfc(^) is the sentence Ex* (Ao; Eo; Al9 , EN), where φ is the

empty set.

Let Do be an arbitrary subproof-figure of D, whose end sequent is

.To, Γ —> Θ, where Γo is a set of A0-atomic formulas and Γ —• Θ is an Ao-

positive sequent.

By induction on Z)o, we can easily see that the sequent Exfc (Γo), Γ —> Θ

is provable in L J for some £. By applying this fact to the proof-figure

D we have that the sequent Exfc (φ) —• C is provable in LJ for some k.

This completes our proof of our Main Theorem.
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